Seeking Participants for an MRI Research Study
SPECTRUM HD: Learning from Huntington’s Disease Extremes

Who is eligible to participate?
- Healthy adults over 18 years old
- Adults who have a positive gene test for the Huntington’s Disease (HD) mutation
- Adults who have a clinical diagnosis of HD

What does the study involve?
The study involves 4 visits over 3 years. The visits last ~5 hours and include:
- A blood draw
- MRI scan
- Cognitive testing and visit with the study neurologist
- Optional lumbar puncture for cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) collection

Participants will be paid each visit up to $285 plus parking and lunch for their participation. All study visits are conducted at MGH’s research center in Charlestown, MA.

For more information, please contact study coordinator Giuseppe Maiocco by phone (617-643-5694) or email gmaiocco@mgh.harvard.edu.